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PROGRAMME OF EVENTS 
 

10:00 – 10:30 

Arrival and Coffee 

10:30 – 11:30 

The Rogova Seance 
Roni Shachnaey 

11:30 – 11:45 
 

Tea/Coffee 
 

11:45– 12:45 

Aging Props for Bizarre Magick 
Tom Lauten 

 
Lunch 

12:45– 14:00 
 

Fraud! A Lecture on Fraudulent Mediums 
Jon Randall 

 
14:00 – 15:00 

 
Tea/Coffee 

 
15:00 – 15:45  

 
A Bizarre Magick Performance 

Dr Steve Murray 
 

15:45 – 17:00 
 



Tea/Coffee 
 

17:00 – 18:00 
 

The Grand Master of Mystery:  
A Retrospective Talk and Video Presentation 

David Berglas 
 

18:00 – 20:00 
 
 

A Display of Bizarre Magick and Mentalism Books 
 

 



Introduction 
 
The Fourth Tabula Mentis meeting was held on 15 November 2008 and 
included a slightly smaller group as our third meeting totalling 42 people 
altogether.  Our attendees included familiar and new faces from all over the UK 
and The United States, and included some of the current and new Psycrets 
members. The meeting was delighted to host Psycrets member Richard 
Lavengood from Massachusetts and Alex Wallace from Edinburgh.  
 
Presentations and lectures were made by Roni Shachnaey, Tom Lauten, Jon 
Randall, Steve Murray, and David Berglas, and a wonderful display of bizarre 
magick and mentalism books and artefacts was provided by Magic Books by Post. 
 
Psycrets: The British Society of Mystery Entertainers sponsored the event and 
helped subsidise the proceedings. Psycrets now boasts 80 members around the 
world and continues to grow. Roni Shachnaey kindly promoted the society in his 
Autumn tour of the East Coast of the United States as part of the meeting of the 
Inner Circle of Bizarre Magic (ICBM) and a lecture at the world famous Louis 
Tannen’s Magic Shop in New York City. 
 
Roni Shachnaey 
With his claim ‘darkness is my business’ Roni Shachnaey 
did not disappoint the group. He opened the day’s 
proceedings with his wonderfully scripted ‘Rogova 
Séance’; a tale set in the darkest hills of Eastern Romania 
involving a good sister and an evil sister. As the tale 
unfolded, we were treated to a display of a flickering 
lantern, ash and spirit writing, fateful Tarot cards in a 
smoking box, and the departure of the spirits signalled by 
a falling picture!  
 
Roni provided a full explanation of all the inner workings, 
some of which are highly adaptable to the non-bizarre 
world. He also provided an excellent example of how to 
routine several smaller effects into a larger story that is full 
of meaning and depth for the audience. While we were 
assembled on a Saturday morning, we all imagined such a 
routine in the dead of night as the clock strikes 12 and the 
spirits come out to play! 
 
 



 
 
 
Tom Lauten 
After a much needed break to cleanse our 
spiritual palates, we were enthralled by a 
lecture from Tom Lauten on how to age 
props for bizarre magic and other styles of 
story-based magic. Tom brought all his props 
and tools neatly packed in a refurbished 
engineer’s tool chest that been lovingly 
restored, varnished, and aged to perfection. 
The key insight from Tom’s presentation was 
his notion of ‘observation’. He explained this 
using a deck of cards:  
 
‘If you have a deck of cards from the 1830s,’ 
he asked, ‘what parts of it would be worn 
down, and why?’ 
 
He then proceeded to explain how he uses different grades of sand paper to get 
that ‘been in the poker hall for 100 years’ look to his cards. He explained how he 
sits up at night colouring the edge of black playing cards with a sharpie since he 
was not happy with white edges to a black deck. He also showed us how he took a 
brand new Viking Workshop ‘time machine’ pocket watch, removed the 
contents, and then bashed the watch so that it looked like it came from over 50 
years ago. He also used model paints to make a patina that would add just the 



right kind of colour and finish to the watch before putting the much revered 
internal workings back into the watch. 
 
Working in this way takes guts, patience, commitment, and the willingness to fail, 
since it may be that that one ‘bash’ too many kills off the product. But Tom 
showed us why it is necessary to suffer for our art and the finished goodies were 
testimony to that commitment. 

 
Jon Randall 
From aged props to the age of spiritualism and 
mediums, Jon Randall’s lecture entitled Fraud!  
provided a history of the tools and tactics of 
fraudulent mediums. Drawing on his own pagan 
background and a healthy dose of scepticism, Jon 
combined slides with real world demonstrations that 
took us from the mid-19th Century and the Fox sisters 
up to modern forms of psychic surgery. The lecture was hugely appreciated by 
the participants as we learned of the historic battle between Harry Houdini and 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, and watched as Jon extracted ectoplasm and other non-
descript matter from a grown man’s abdomen. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Dr Steve Murray 
Leaving behind the pleasures of 
psychic surgery, the crowd was 
delighted with a wonderful display of 
bizarre magic from Dr Steve Murray.  
 
He opened with a fantastic Mori 
Memento routine that had his 
participant imagine different types of 
pain and moments of death while 
clutching a small skull. These images 
were recorded on cards and when 
turned over, his images matched 
typical ways in which people die, while 
his final card revealed that he would 
die of old age. Steve then explained 
the method and handling. 
 
He then moved on to a chilling effect 
involving a map and a blindfolded 

participant, who happened to stick a pin precisely in the place where the Pan Am 



plane crashed after the terrorist bombing.  Not for 
the faint hearted, this routine sent chills down all 
our spines. 
 
He also performed a routine with Runes and their 
association with Nazis, a wonderful Tarot based 
routine that involved a choice of major arcane 
card that divined accurately and combined with a 
small reading, and a pseudo-psychometry routine 
with messages sealed in envelopes that had been 
gathered from the audience. 
 
Steve’s performances were beautifully scripted and 
well thought out as he transported us to another 
realm and tapped into our hidden fears, doubts, 
and suspicions. 
  
 
 

David Berglas 
After a final tea break, we sat down to enjoy a two-hour 
retrospective show specially prepared by David Berglas for 
Tabula Mentis IV. David had video clips from the 1950s 
onwards that tracked his illustrious career and showcased 
his ability to make an effect huge!  
 
We saw stage hypnosis, chair 
routines, blindfolded 
bobsledding, a drawing 
duplication on the beach, 
table turning, blindfolded 

psychometry, magic squares, clips from his famous 
The Mind and Magic of David Berglas, as well as 
the wonderful display of table turning. He 
interspersed this tour de force with additional 
anecdotes and asides that kept us enthralled.  
 
 
After a finale video showing clips from a This is 
Your Life! episode hosted by The Magic Circle, 
Psycrets was proud to present David with its Griffin 
Award of the Grand Master of Mystery as a recognition of his lifelong dedication 
to the world of magic and mystery entertainment. 



 
 

 
 
 



Tabula Mentis V 
25 April 2009 

 
Tabula Mentis V returns to more mainstream mentalism as Psycrets welcomes 

 

 
 

Docc ‘The Monster of Mentalism’ Hilford! 
 

The meeting will also feature: 
 

A Mentalism Methods Roundtable: 
Billets, Peeks, Forces, et al. 

Malchat, Simon Shaw and others… 
 

‘Reality is Plastic’ Lecture on Hypnotism and Suggestion 
Anthony Jacquin 

 
Product demonstrations and sales table 

Peter Nardi and Chris Harding 
 

 
 

 
The fee for members is £25 and for non-members, £60.00. Please send paypal 
payments to payments@psycrets.org.uk 
 
 
Or send a cheque made out to The British Society of Mystery Entertainers to 
Roni Shachnaey, 3 Long Walk, Scarborough, YO12 6BQ 
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Surname First Name 
Akintunda Ken 
Antoniou Peter 
Baines Dan 
Beach Matt 
Berglas David 
Bourne Daisy 
Brook Paul 
Crow Alex 
Currie Roy 
Drury Steve 
Dunford Iain 
Gillard  Robert 
Hedley Ross 
Henderson Simon 
Henderson Chris 
Hicks Margaret 
Hoskins Steve 
Jacquin Anthony 
Jenkins Iain 
Landman Todd 
Lauten Tom 
Lavengood Richard 
Macleer Alex 
Marshall Jonathan 
Murray Steve 
Randall  Jonathan 
Richards Chris 
Ryder Peter 
Shachnaey Roni 
Shrimpton Dale 
Smith Phill 
Snuff Faerie 
Thompson Jon 
Unt Rudi 
Wallace Alexandra 
Wysockyj Michael 
  

 
 


